FRIDAY MARCH 2 – WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21

OYSTER CREEK, NJ. No More Fukushimas Peace Walk. From Oyster Creek Nuclear Power Plant (Forked River, NJ) to Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant (Buchanan, NY) to Vermont Yankee Power Plant (Vernon, VT). Information: http://nomorefukushimaswalk.tumblr.com/.

SEABROOK NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, NH. Remember Fukushima: The Walk for a New Spring. nineteen-day walk from Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant in NH to Plymouth Nuclear Power Plant in Ply–mouth, MA on the anniversary of the catastrophe at Fukushima, Japan and ending the walk in Vernon, VT at Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Plant. Our walk is a prayer for the suffering of the Japanese people and a plea for the people of New England to recognize the grave dangers that nuclear energy poses to our lives, our property, and all life on our Mother Earth. Nuclear energy is neither safe nor clean. The threat of a nuclear accident at one of our own aging nuclear facilities is all too real and the consequences would be unimaginably catastrophic. We walk together in love and solidarity for a nuclear free future. A more just, sustainable, and compassionate world built on respect for all living beings and for the earth that sustains us is possible now more than ever. Please join us to help make it a reality. Full walk schedule can be found here: http://nipponzanmyohoji.tumblr.com/post/17057484948/walk-for-a-new-spring

For details, to join the walk or to support the walk when it comes to your community, contact: Tim Bullock at 413-485-8469 or email walk4newspring@gmail.com.

NEW! SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA. Mothers for Peace. Art After Dark. The Salon at Monterey, 1435 Monterey St. Join artist Stacy Bialac and the Mothers for Peace in artistic expressions for the March 11 anniversary event honoring the survivors of the Fukushima nuclear disaster.

SATURDAY, MARCH 3

GREENFIELD, MA. PowerShift March to Vermont Yankee nuclear power plant. Gather and depart 9:30 AM, Court Square, Greenfield, MA for 16–mile march to nuclear power plant in Vernon, Vermont. Vigil at Vermont Yankee to begin approximately 5PM for one hour followed by shuttles to after party with local music at the Stone Church, Brattleboro, VT. CONTACT: fungiaffiinity@gmail.com, Greenfield Community College.

MONDAY, MARCH 5

NEW YORK CITY. EYEWITNESS FUKUSHIMA: YEAR ONE. Indian Point: Following in Fatal Footsteps. 5pm @ Riverside Church. Meet emergency workers and a doctor from Japan who will talk about their experiences during the crisis and answer questions. Find out what really happened there and how it continues to affect the lives of so many. Open discussion regarding how the ongoing crisis at Fukushima relates to Indian Point. Information: 1-888-474-8848. Sponsored by Shut Down Indian Point Now, Indian Point Safe Energy Coalition and Hudson River Sloop Clearwater.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7

NEW YORK CITY. "Situation of Rural Women Affected by the Great Japan Earthquake and Nuclear Power Plant Accident," sponsored by Human Rights Now and featuring survivors from Fukushima. 2:30pm–4:30pm UN Church Center, 777 First Avenue, New York City/United Nations. The forum coincides with the 56th session of the United Nations Commission on the Status of Women at the UN.


SATURDAY, MARCH 10

NEW YORK CITY. The Center for Remembering and Sharing: invites the public to come and share their stories, not only about Fukushima, but about grappling with the dangers of nuclear power and with corporate–governmental threats to our environment and safety, everywhere. Share your fears, share your successes, share your knowledge, and empower one another to make a better world. This event will take place in NYC at CRS (Center for Remembering & Sharing), 123 4th Ave, 2nd FL, NYC 10003 at 8pm. www.crsny.org. Contact: Christopher Pelham: http://www.facebook.com/christopher.pelham.

SAN ANTONIO, TX. Energía Mía, San Antonio, Texas: A volunteer, grassroots organization, Energía Mía is planning a vigil and march in downtown San Antonio, TX. We will wear white for visibility and carry candles. More details to come. Contact: myenergyenergiamia@gmail.com.

HINKLEY POINT, UK: No more Fukushimas; Surround Hinkley Point. March 10, 6pm to March 11, 2pm.Blocade and encirclement of the Hinkley Point reactor, the first of the proposed 8 new reactor sites in the UK. In 2010, dozens of us blockaded the gates at Hinkley. In 2011 hundreds of us blockaded the entrance again. In 2012, thousands of us will surround the power station to say No to new nuclear! Not here, not anywhere! Learn more at Stop New Nuclear.

NEW! FESSENHEIM, FRANCE. Peaceful demonstration, Saturday March 10 in Fessenheim: Protest march by immediate closure of the Nuclear Power Plant Fessenheim, face the house of energy; Time: 2:00 AM; Contact: www.stop-fessenheim.org ; csfr68@gmail.com ; http://groupes.sortirdunucleaire.org/Marche-de-protestation?date=2012-03

NEW! NORD–PAS DE CALAIS, FRANCE. Human Chain Nord–Pas de Calais, Saturday, March 10, the main square in Lille; Time: 3:00 PM – 5:00 PM; Contact: http://groupes.sortirdunucleaire.org/Chaine-humaine-locale,3586?date=2012-03.

NEW! ANCOULEME, FRANCE. Human Chain of Angouleme. Location: rdv à l'Hôtel de ville d'Angoulême; Time: 3:00 PM – 5:00 PM; Contact: Collectif sortir du nucléaire, colsn16@laposte.net ; http://groupes.sortirdunucleaire.org/Chaine-humaine-locale,3637?date=2012-03.

NEW! PARIS, FRANCE. Solidarity Fukushima Paris, rally in Paris; Time: 15:00; Contact: http://erreurhumaine.wordpress.com ; solidaritefukushimaparis@yahoo.fr.

NEW! FRANCE. National Action – 5 minutes against nuclear: turn off lights and appliances that use electricity; Time: 7:55 PM – 8:00 PM; Contact: http://www.cinqminutescontrelenucleaire.fr ; http://groupes.sortirdunucleaire.org/Action-nationale-5-minutes-contre?date=2012-03.

SUNDAY, MARCH 11

BUCHANAN, NY. Hudson River Sloop Clearwater, Indian Point Safe Energy Coalition (IPSEC): Human Chain Against Chain Reactions featuring Jun San and the Peace Walk from Oyster Creek to Vermont Yankee at the gates of Indian Point, Buchanan NY. Press conference and vigil at Indian Point Nuclear Power Plant gates, beginning at 3:30pm. Information at IPSEC and Clearwater. Contact: Manna Jo Greene: http://www.facebook.com/mannajo.

NEW YORK CITY. We Are Pregnant With Fear of Radiation: 11:00am until 3:00pm. Union Square, New York City. Details still to come. Information: http://www.facebook.com/events/176712112434876/?notif_t=event_invite

OTTAWA, CANADA. Solidarity Walk for Fukushima Victims/Marche de Solidarité pour les Victimes de Fukushima. 11am–3pm. Specific details and contact information to come.

VERMONT. Safe & Green Campaign. Fukushima mock evacuation march. Contact: Safe & Green Campaign.

LYON TO AVIGNON, FRANCE. A human chain (la chaîne humaine) will form in France between the cities of Lyon and Avignon, beginning at 1:30pm. More information (in French) here.

NEW! CONFLANS–ANDRESY, FRANCE. Human chain in Conflans–Andrésy (Yvelines), the bridge between Oise and Andrésy Conflans; Time: 11:00 AM – 2:00 PM; Contact: Confluence pour sortir du nucléaire, confluenceantinuclea@free.fr ; Phone: 0671641184; http://groupes.sortirdunucleaire.org/Chaine-humaine-locale,3625?date=2012-03

NEW! BORDEAUX, FRANCE. Human chain at the quays of Bordeaux 1:00pm–4:00pm. Pour faciliter l'organisation de la chaîne humaine, nous proposons 3 points de
rencontre sur le parcours des quais. Merci de vous inscrire à celui de votre choix.


Départ point C : sur les quais en face de la Place des Quinconces. https://www.facebook.com/events/102079219916433/.

NEW! BRITTANY, FRANCE. Human Chain Rhône Valley, Finistère, Bretanha; Time: 2:00 PM; Contact: nukleelermaez2012@gmail.com.

NEW! PARIS, FRANCE. 3:00 pm in the Place de l'Hotel de Ville; Breaking the code of silence about Fukushima; The antinuclear are making noise, Bring drums, pots, etc. Contact: Rézo Zéro nucléaire Arrêt immédiat; herve.courtois@yahoo.com; jeanlucvialard@gmail.com; 06 09 71 64 03;

NEW! FLAMANVILLE, FRANCE. Normandie: Debate "Fukushima, a year later"; free entry; Flamanville, Le Rafiot; organized by CRILAN, with the support of COORDINATION ANTINUCLÉAIRE BASSE NORMANDIE, with the participation of Haruko Sakaguchi (witness of Japan), Pierre Barbey (acro) – www.acro.eu.org, e Didier Anger (CRILAN) – 50340–Piles – www.crilan.fr.

NEW! CHAMPAGNE–ARDENNE, FRANCE. Chaumont (Haute-Marne / Champagne-Ardenne) "FUKUSHIMA, 1 year, and France still has not left the nuclear!"; Saturday, March 10, in Town Hall Square; Manifestation–irony in "Viva nuclear!" To distract with humor: costumes, red noses, placards, masks... nuclear is clean, safe...; Time: 11:00 AM; Contact: cedra.org@orange.fr; https://www.facebook.com/groups/149715985046348/.

NEW! LE FAOU, FRANCE. Day "No to Nuclear Civil and Military" Local: Le Faou, in the docks, Debates, Workshops and Demonstrations; Time: 11:00 AM – 5:00 PM; Contact: bucher.christian@free.fr; Phone: 0618851316; http://groupes.sortirdunucleaire.org/; Journee-Non-au-nucleaire-civil-et?date=2012-03.

ENCINITAS, CA. No–Nukes in California. A walk and rally in Encinitas, starting at Swamis Seaside Park, marching up South Coast Hwy for 1 mile to B St. making a left turn to Moonlight State Beach. There, we will gather and form a human chain as far down the beach as possible. We will have drum circles and refreshments. Event begins at 10am, the march will take approximately 30 minutes and the rally and drum circles go until 1pm. San Diego and Temecula residents, please join us to close down San Onofre! Information: http://www.facebook.com/events/130643650390535/.

AUSTRALIA. Nationwide day of action. One year since the start of the Fukushima nuclear disaster — Australians will take part in a national day of action to end uranium mining. The Federal Government has confirmed that Australian uranium was in at least five of the six reactors at Fukushima at the time of the accident. Information: http://www.11march.com/.

GERMANY. Actions across the country, including a 50km candlelight human chain. Information (in German): http://www.ausgestrahlt.de/mitmachen/fukushima-jahrestag/demos-am-113.html.

NEW! KIRCHHEIM, GERMANY. Human chain in Neckarwestheim, Nuclear Power Plant in Kirchheim. Initiation in station Neckar to 1:00 PM, with protest march to the Nuclear Power Plant Neckarwestheim; Contact: http://www.endlichabschalten.de/
NEW! AACHEN, GERMANY. Vigil in Aachen, Elisenbrunnen; Time: 10:30 AM; Contact: info@anti-akw-ac.de; http://www.anti-akw-ac.de.

NEW! GRONAU, GERMANY. Demonstration, Gronau Station, Time: 1:00 PM; walk until the central Urenco uranium enrichment, ending at 4:30 PM. Contact: http://www.fukushima-jahrestag.de/.

NEW! BROKDORF, GERMANY. Human Chain of Brokdorf, Demonstration in Brokdorf AKW, around the Nuclear Power Plant; Time: 12:00 AM; http://anti-atom-demo.de/start/staedte/brokdorf/.

NEW! GUNDREMMINGEN, GERMANY. Human Chain in Nuclear Power Plant Gundremmingen, with cultural program; Time: 1:00 PM at 5:00 PM; Contact: coordination, Ulrike Brenner, buero@atommuell-lager.de, Phone: 08296-74.

NEW! BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA. Human Chain in National Congress; Contact: machpatagonia@gmail.com; Phone: 54 (11) 1567485340; noelia_bernardone@hotmail.com.

NEW! VIENNA, AUSTRIA. Demonstration in Vienna, at the Embassy of Japan, Contact: Global 2000/les AT, Austria.

NEW! BRUSSELS, BELGIUM. Demonstration in Brussels, Brussels North train station; Time: 2:30 PM; Contact: http://www.anti-akw-ac.de;

NEW! ZARATE, ARGENTINA. Demonstration in Zárate, Buenos Aires province, in Central Square Zárate, face to City Hall, organized by "Antinuclear Movement Zárate-Campana" and "Nuclear Movement in Argentina No", in opposition to the Atucha Nuclear Power Plant, and projects to installation of new Nuclear Power Stations, with cultural programs, music and antinuclear speeches; Time: 19:00 Contact: movimientoantinuclearzc@yahoo.com.ar; www.argentinanonuclear.com.ar


LIVONIA, MI. Will Fermi-3 Radiate 'Into Eternity?' Showing of "Into Eternity" hosted by Betterworld Happenings. Unity Church of Livonia, 28660 Five Mile Road. 7:30pm. Featuring Beyond Nuclear speaker, Kevin Kamps. Tickets $10. Information: 313–702–7241 or email: Betterworld1000@gmail.com.

RICHMOND, VA. Remembering Fukushima in Virginia. We will be standing in solidarity with the Japanese people that day by handing out information to raise awareness and signing petitions for safe clean sustainable energy choices. Chop Suey Books, 2913 W Cary St., Richmond, VA 23221. 11am–2:00pm. Information: http://www.facebook.com/events/386540624705623/.

PORTLAND, OR. Remembering Fukushima in Portland. On the one year anniversary of the Fukushima Nuclear Disaster, we hope you come down with friends, family and all loved ones in remembering this disaster and it's impact on not only the lives lost, but the toll this disaster will have on the future of humanity, and more to the point, our planet Earth.

All are invited as this is a peaceful gathering in remembrance and a chance to discuss changes that can be made to avert such disasters and what we can do to help with educating the public at large about nuclear energy, it's waste, and it's very real impact on our planet.
You are encouraged to bring a flower (sunflowers encouraged), candle, sign, flag, or just yourself. Let's gather together in peaceful solidarity for those affected by this horrendous disaster, after all, it will affect all of us. Pioneer Courthouse Square, 701 SW 6th Ave, Portland, OR 97204. Information: https://www.facebook.com/events/326878624015522/?notif_t=event_invite.

SHELL BLUFF, GA. Fukushima: Remembrance and Warning. The event will be held in the community of Shell Bluff near the nuclear Plant Vogtle (expansion) site in Burke County, Georgia. 2pm to 6pm. For information and to volunteer to perform or present, please call Georgia WAND (GEORGIA Women’s Action for New Directions) at 404 524–5999 or email Bobbie Paul bobbie@wand.org.


SYRACUSE, NY. Reclaiming Power: The Fukushima nuclear accident and combating nuclear threats in CNY. Hosted by Alliance for a Green Economy. 1:00pm–3:00pm. Artrage Gallery, 505 Hawley Avenue, Syracuse, NY. Speakers: Paul Gunter, Beyond Nuclear; Tim Judson, Citizens’ Awareness Network; Steve Penn, Professor of Physics, Syracuse, NY. Free and open to the public. Information: www.agreennewyork.org.

PLYMOUTH, MA. The Pilgrim Coalition will be holding a Fukushima commemoration and a rally in solidarity with Vermont. Plymouth town center. Details to come.

NEW! SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA. Mothers for Peace. Geologist Eric Layman and a university student from Fukushima will speak. San Luis Obispo Mission Plaza. 2:00pm. Information: lindaseeley@gmail.com. www.mothersforpeace.org. And, 3:00pm, Honoring Fukushima Survivors: From the Heart Poetry Gathering, Steynberg Galery, 1531 Monterey St., San Luis Obispo.


NEW! TOKYO, JAPAN. Human chain at the parliament. 5:00pm. Information: hibikiy1976@yahoo.co.jp.

NEW! SWITZERLAND. In Gümmenen. Demonstration in the Mühleberg Nuclear Power Plant, in Gümmenen; Initiation 8:30 AM in station Gümmenen; walk 6 km (2 hours) to the Nuclear Plant, Mühleberg; 11:00 AM at 4:00 PM demonstration, speeches and cultural program with music; Contact: http://www.facebook.com/events/324323574256984/.

NEW! SWEDEN. Sundsvall: lectures on nuclear power; Time: 12:00 AM; Location: Kulturmagasinet; Contact: Måna Wibron: 0691–611 98, 076–28 33 454; http://www.nonuclear.se/kalender/fukushima_one_year_later.

NEW! MONGOLIA. Manifestation "Nuclear Program Stop of Mongolia" with masks, organized by Antinuclear Movement the Mongolia, in Ulanbatar, against uranium
mining and its export; Time: 11:00 AM at 14:00 PM; Contact: https://www.facebook.com/events/125119877611117/

NEW! LUXEMBOURG. Human Chain at Schengen, in front of the European Centre – Street Robert Goebbels, with cultural and music programming; Time: 1:00 PM; Contact: http://www.cattenom-non-merci.de

NEW! SAO, PAOLO, BRAZIL. Human Chain of São Paulo, Paulista Avenue – MASP; Time: Starting from 9:30 AM; Contact: http://www.brasilcontrausinanuclear.com.br

NEW! RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL. Human Chain of Rio de Janeiro, Ipanema Beach, Point N° 9; Time: Starting from 09:30 AM; Contact: http://www.facebook.com/groups/iniciativapopularantarminuclear/

NEW! ANGRA DOS REIS, BRAZIL. Human Chain with candles in Angra dos Reis. Vigil all night in the Angra Nuclear Power Plants 1 and 2, from 9:00 PM of Saturday March 10. At dawn of sun, Sunday March 11, a barge will be placed into the sea, honoring the victims of Fukushima, in the Historic Village of Mambucaba at a distance of 5 km of Nuclear Plants, Contact: sape.angra@gmail.com.

NEW! PORTO ALEGRE, BRAZIL. Human Chain of Porto Alegre, Parque da Redenção; Time: Starting from 9:30 AM; Contact: http://antinuclearbr.blogspot.com/ ; antinuclearmovimento@gmail.com.

NEW! MANAUS, BRAZIL. Human Chain of Manaus, Parque dos Bilhares; Time: Starting from 9:30 AM; Contact: http://antinuclearbr.blogspot.com/

FRIDAY, MARCH 16


SATURDAY, MARCH 17


MICHIGAN. Workshop to launch a Media Campaign to prevent Fermi 3 and shut down Fermi 2, to be held in southeast Michigan, sponsored by the following groups: Southeast Michigan Sierra Club Group, Don't Waste Michigan, Coalition for a Nuclear Free Great Lakes, Citizens for Alternatives to Chemical Contamination, Beyond Nuclear, as well as the Center for Health, Environment, and Justice. Location and times to be announced.
SUNDAY, MARCH 18


MICHIGAN. Workshop to launch a Media Campaign to prevent Fermi 3 and shut down Fermi 2, to be held in southeast Michigan, sponsored by the following groups: Southeast Michigan Sierra Club Group, Don't Waste Michigan, Coalition for a Nuclear Free Great Lakes, Citizens for Alternatives to Chemical Contamination, Beyond Nuclear, as well as the Center for Health, Environment, and Justice, location and times to be announced.


MONDAY, MARCH 19


TUESDAY, MARCH 20


WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21

MONTPELIER, VT. Vermont Yankee Decommissioning Alliance. Vermont Yankee retirement party at the statehouse in Montpelier. Contact: Chris Williams with the Vermont Yankee Decommissioning Alliance.

THURSDAY, MARCH 22

VERMONT. The Sage Alliance. Non-violent civil disobedience and direct action at the Vermont Yankee reactor site by affinity groups. Contact: The Sage Alliance.

NEW! BRATTLEBORO, VERMONT. Red Clover Climate Justice. Join the false solutions circus! 11:00am–5:00pm. Brattleboro. Greenwash like you've never seen it before....Red Clover Climate Justice invites YOU to join a False Solutions Circus at the Shut Down Vermont Yankee day of action. Information: redcloverCJ@gmail.com or call Sara (802)338–1613.
SATURDAY, MARCH 24

VERMONT AND AROUND THE COUNTRY. Solidarity with Vermont. A day of actions in solidarity with Vermont. Vermont Yankee should have closed on March 21, 2012. The fight is not over. Communities around Mark I reactors, identical to Vermont Yankee and Fukushima-Daiichi, as well as safe, green energy activists everywhere, are encouraged to hold events on this date in national solidarity with Vermonters and their struggle to close Vermont Yankee. Contact: Kendra Ulrich.

VERNON, VT. Nuke-Free Monadnock will hold a mass vigil at the gates of Vermont Yankee. Details to come.

CLEVELAND, OH. Public Square 1p.m. rally & march...details TBA. Wear white in remembrance of victims of Fukushima disaster. Contact: MJ Muse on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/mjmuser.


NEW! Date change. BRATTLEBORO, VERMONT. Legal rally, likely in Brattleboro with VT Governor, Peter Shumlin. Information: SAGE Alliance at http://sagealliance.net/action_center.

SUNDAY, APRIL 15

RICHLAND, WA. Hanford: North America’s Fukushima will hold a rally in Richland, WA to bring information to the public about the largest nuclear waste site in the world. We are asking specifically for oversight for the cleanup by someone other than the DOE and for the US Government/DOE to honor the Tri-Party Agreement. We have speakers lined up from Dr. Helen Caldicott, to Hanford Watch, OR and WA Physicians For Social Responsibility, AIM/Warriors Society, The Shell Mound Walk, Mothers For Peace and more. Music will be announced in the next few weeks. More information here.